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Interindustry wage differentials:
patterns and possible sources

Data from the Occupational Employment Statistics survey
are used to investigate wage differences among industries
and reveal that occupations that are most closely related
to the primary mission of the firm have the greatest differential
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Do workers with similar skills in similar oc- searchers to examine wage differences among in-
dustries that hold constant a relatively detailed
description of individuals’ job tasks and duties.
Because several of the proposed explanations of
interindustry wage differentials have implications
for the types of tasks and duties that are expected
to be most closely associated with wage differ-
ences among industries, OES data have consider-
able potential to add to our understanding of this
issue.

Comparisons with other surveys

Most of the earlier (pre-1985) studies of wage dis-
persion among industries have used data ob-
tained from households, such as the data from
the Current Population Survey or those collected
from the decennial census. These data contain
information about workers’ occupation and in-
dustry of employment, in addition to information
about workers’ demographic characteristics such
as age, sex, work experience, and education level.5

Recently, more studies have used data that are
collected at the firm or establishment level. These
data contain relatively detailed information about
workers’ occupation, industry of employment,
and demographic characteristics.6

Wage data from alternative sources have dif-
ferent strengths. One key measure illustrates wage
differences across industries for workers with
similar levels of education and other “human capi-
tal” characteristics. Data obtained from house-
hold surveys that describe the demographic char-

cupations receive similar wages across
industries? Differences in interindustry

wages have been widely documented over the
last two decades, and researchers continue to
discuss these differences. In particular, they seek
the sources of wage dispersion among individual
workers, employers, industries, and geographic
areas. Recent attempts to explore the role of par-
ticular technologies, including microprocessor
technologies, in wage dispersion has heightened
interest in this issue.1

This article examines interindustry wage dif-
ferentials, using data from the Occupational
Employment Statistics (OES) survey. The OES

classifies employment and wages of individuals
by detailed occupation and three-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) industry.2  The OES

survey solicits employment and wage data for more
than 700 occupations in three-digit SIC industries
using a sample of 1.2 million establishments.3

Estimates of occupational employment and wages
are developed for the Nation, individual States, and
metropolitan statistical areas, as well as Guam,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. This article
uses data from the 1996, 1997, and 1998 surveys,
which when combined account for the  total OES

sample. (Hereafter referred to as the 1998 OES

data.) 4

The OES is useful for investigating wage differ-
ences among industries because its data provide
high levels of both occupational and industrial
detail. Data by detailed occupation allow re-
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acteristics of workers are used to measure the portion of the
difference in the wages of workers in similar occupations that
is attributable to average differences in the level of workers’
“human capital.” Wage differences among industries repre-
sent a problem for researchers because differences in the de-
mographic characteristics of workers in similar occupations
explain only a portion of the wage differences among indus-
tries. The demographic information collected by household
surveys is thus a very important strength of these data, rela-
tive to surveys that collect data classified by occupation and
industry alone.

The OES estimates of wage differences among industries
compare the wages of workers employed in the same detailed
occupations, without also controlling for demographic char-
acteristics. Controlling for detailed occupation holds the fol-
lowing factors constant: job-specific skills and tasks, differ-
ences among occupations in labor market power and condi-
tions, and systematic differences among occupations in the
wage setting practices of firms. Recent studies suggest that
data by detailed occupation and industry implicitly control
well for differences in demographic characteristics such as
age, education, and experience. In a 1992 study, David I. Levine
found that controls for standard human capital variables ex-
plained none of the wage variation among employers after
controlling for occupation. Earlier studies by Erica L. Groshen
and Jonathan Leonard produced similar findings.7

Data that control for detailed occupations are especially
appropriate for studying interindustry wage differentials be-
cause many of the theories that attempt to explain such differ-
entials suggest that the skills and tasks of certain jobs might
play an important role. For example, one explanation suggests
that wage premiums are paid in an effort to ameliorate work-
place problems, such as shirking, by increasing the cost of job
loss to the employee. Jobs for which the configuration of du-
ties and tasks are especially costly to monitor should, for this
reason, be paid higher premiums than those that are not as
expensive. Another explanation suggests a similar rationale
for paying wage premiums in the case of high job turnover.
Many jobs plagued by high rates of turnover often have in
common a set of particularly undesirable tasks or duties.8

Table 1 shows a sample of the OES data containing the
mean hourly wages of a range of occupations in selected
industries. The size of the wage differences among industries
for given occupations is striking. For example, the wages of
general managers range from $17.40 in bowling centers to
$44.89 in the industrial organic chemicals industry, and the
wages of janitors range from $6.69 in bowling centers to
$16.36 in motor vehicles and equipment manufacturing. For
most occupations, the table reveals a clear pattern of higher
wages in industries near the top of the table and lower
wages in industries at the bottom. However, this pattern is
not apparent for computer programmers, who appear to

have similar wages regardless of industry.
OES data  provide an important tool for investigating inter-

industry wage differentials because they permit such wage
range analyses and other types of comparisons of  wage char-
acteristics across detailed occupations. The OES data do, how-
ever, pose some limitations on the analysis of interindustry
wage differentials. For example, the survey provides informa-
tion for an unusually large number of distinct occupations,
but does not incorporate information on the scope and respon-
sibility of these jobs. To illustrate this limitation, we use the
occupation, “general manager.” It is likely that systematic differ-
ences exist in the responsibilities of general managers across
industries. For example, among other differences, managers in
bowling centers are more likely to be managers of relatively small
establishments, while managers in the petroleum refining indus-
tries are more likely to be corporate executives. Although the
lack of information on the scope and responsibility of certain
jobs is not a problem for most occupations across industries, it is
a problem for some occupations.

9

Patterns of wage differentials

Interindustry wage differentials have largely remained a mys-
tery, although research dating back to 1950 has found that
industry affiliation accounts for a significant portion of wage
differentials after controlling for education, race, sex, and other
“human capital” characteristics of workers. The firms in some
industries pay both low skilled and high skilled workers wages
that are considerably above the average than those in other
industries.10

Most of what is known about wage differences among in-
dustries can be summarized in three basic facts:

· Industry wage differentials are amazingly uniform across
occupations. For example, janitors and managers, alike,
appear to receive similar wage differentials, depending on
the industry in which they work.

· Industry differentials have been remarkably stable over
time; wage differentials are largely unchanged from the
pattern of the 1950s.

· Industry wage differentials are positively associated with
industry characteristics including capital intensity, indus-
try concentration (based on a four-firm concentration ra-
tio11), profitability, unionization, and low percentages of
women.12

Industry wage differentials, calculated using 1998 OES wage
and employment data for selected three-digit SIC industries are
shown in table 2. The industries selected include manufactur-
ing, trade, and service. Note that these industry wage differ-
entials were constructed from 1998 OES wage and employment
data using a method which takes into account the detailed
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occupation of workers in addition to the detailed industry in
which the worker is employed. These categories correspond
to a total of 730 detailed occupations and 378 three-digit SIC

industries. The industry wage differentials examined in most
previous studies use demographic information, such as that
available from the Current Population Survey, which takes into
account a worker’s “human capital” characteristics such as
education, job tenure, and sex, in addition to the detailed in-
dustry and occupation in which the worker is employed.13

The industry wage differential examined here is the employ-
ment-weighted average of the occupation-specific wage differ-
entials for each occupation in the industry. The occupation-spe-
cific wage differential is the ratio of the average wage of the
occupation in a particular industry to the average wage of the
occupation in some industry that is used as a base for compari-
son. The wage differential for each occupation in a given indus-
try is weighted by its share of the industry’s total employment.
The weighted wage differentials for each occupation in the in-
dustry are then summed to produce the average wage differen-
tial, or “all-occupation” wage differential, for the industry as a
whole.

All calculations in this article utilize data at the five-digit

occupation code level, the most detailed level of occupational
aggregation that is produced in the OES survey. In the cal-
culation for any given industry, occupations that have no
employment in the industry are excluded from the calculation,
as are occupations for which there is no employment in the
base industry. The miscellaneous plastics manufacturing in-
dustry, SIC 308, is used as the base for the calculations in table
2. It was chosen as the base due to the large number of
occupations that are in this industry. Otherwise, the choice
of base industry is arbitrary. Accuracy and consistency of
the calculations was assured by comparing the wage dif-
ferentials using the miscellaneous plastics manufacturing
industry as the base with the differentials using the whole-
sale trade of motor vehicles (SIC 501) as the base. The
wholesale trade of motor vehicles industry contains a large
number of occupations that are common to service sector
industries. The wage differentials in table 2 reflect an in-
dustry ranking that is the same, regardless of which indus-
try is used as a base for calculation.

Table 2 shows that the industry wage differential or “all-
occupation” wage differential for motor vehicles manufac-
turing is 0.32. This means that, on average, the wages paid

Industry

Occupation

  SIC

NOTE:  Dashes indicate data not available.

 Mean hourly wages of selected occupations in selected industries, 1998

    Secretaries Truck
 drivers

  

 AccountantsGeneral
 managers

Janitors Machinery

Table 1.

Table 1.

   371 Motor vehicles and equipment manufacturing ............... $37.78 $23.36 $22.22 $14.24 $16.36 $18.44 $16.49
   291 Petroleum refining .......................................................... 44.27 22.65 24.67 15.65 11.09 20.25 16.26
   461 Pipelines, except natural gas ........................................ 40.63 23.06 25.50 14.09 14.44 20.81 15.25
   491 Electric services ............................................................ 37.27 22.42 25.42 14.60 11.93 18.26 15.58
   372 Aircraft and parts manufacturing ................................... 40.88 23.58 24.81 15.18 10.95 19.02 18.34
   286 Industrial organic chemicals manufacturing .................. 44.89 24.35 25.28 15.20 11.89 15.72 19.93
   363 Household appliances manufacturing ............................ 39.39 18.94 26.31 12.47 9.71 14.80 13.25
   874 Management and public relations services .................... 38.20 20.54 26.58 13.39 8.27 17.34 14.11

   731 Advertising services ...................................................... 39.79 19.80 22.56 13.06 8.67 – –
   513 Apparel, piece goods, and notions wholesale ............... 35.97 22.11 23.51 11.24 8.77 14.72 13.53
   394 Toys and sporting goods manufacturing ........................ 33.40 20.46 26.31 13.05 8.70 15.00 14.65
   317 Handbags and personal leather goods manufacturing ... 33.62 23.09 27.10 13.39 9.67 – –
   302 Rubber and plastics footwear manufacturing ................. 39.56 18.85 22.49 12.67 8.82 16.40 13.12
   422 Public warehousing and storage services ..................... 27.89 19.10 22.50 11.00 7.53 14.47 13.56
   314 Footwear, except rubber manufacturing ........................ 36.20 17.81 20.12 10.95 8.10 13.84 12.95
   736 Personnel supply services ............................................ 33.10 17.38 29.43 10.99 7.14 14.51 12.82

   214 Tobacco stemming and redrying .................................... 39.61 17.81 13.93 13.29 7.07 12.17 10.30
   799 Miscellaneous amusement, recreation services ............ 22.47 16.21 23.41 10.31 7.51 14.22 12.08
   723 Beauty shops ................................................................ 18.12 15.46 20.07 9.55 7.03 – –
   581 Eating and drinking places ............................................ 20.07 17.15 25.37 10.59 6.78 8.09 8.39
   793 Bowling centers ............................................................. 17.40 14.13 14.08 8.73 6.69 9.86 12.62
   564 Children’s and infants’ wear stores ................................ 19.08 20.15 25.82 12.47 7.61 16.39 12.43
   566 Shoe stores ................................................................... 18.83 16.98 23.91 10.90 6.81 15.20 13.55

mechanics
Computer

programmers
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any given occupation in the motor vehicles manufacturing
industry are 32 percent higher than those in the miscella-
neous plastics manufacturing industry.

The 1998 OES wage and employment data confirm much
that is known about static differences among industries in the
level of occupational pay. A striking feature of table 2 is the
magnitude of interindustry wage differentials. Among the in-
dustries included in the table, the wages paid to given occu-
pations range from 32 percent above those of the miscella-
neous plastics manufacturing industry in motor vehicles
manufacturing to 72 percent below the wages of miscellaneous
plastics manufacturing in shoe stores. The data also accord
with existing knowledge about the industrial pattern of indus-
try wage differentials: most high wage industries are manu-
facturing industries, while lower wage industries tend to be
concentrated in the trade and services sectors. Within the
manufacturing sector, higher wage industries tend to be those
that are large, unionized, highly concentrated, and capital in-
tensive. These industries also tend to employ relatively few
women, and have low ratios of labor costs to total cost.

Also visible within the set of industries included in table 2
is a divide between industries that have been more and less
affected by technological change and globalization of compe-
tition. As discussed by Michael Piore and Charles F. Sabel,
Thierry J. Noyelle, and  recently by Ray Marshall, global compe-
tition and new technology have drastically altered the lines of
fragmentation among industries. While, in the decades follow-
ing World War II, employment and wage-setting policies were
clearly related to the degree of market sheltering enjoyed by the
industry, these policies were increasingly related to the competi-
tive strategy employed by firms during the 1980s and 1990s. In
industries such as bowling centers, shoe stores, and  wood  prod-
ucts manufacturing, most firms continue to employ a cost-cut-
ting strategy, and tend to have low wages, while in industries
including motor vehicles manufacturing, paperboard mills, and
business services, firms have largely shifted to a productivity-
increasing strategy, and tend to have higher wages.14

Causes of wage differentials

The causal connections between industry wage differentials and
industry characteristics such as capital intensity and industry
concentration are not fully understood. Wage differences be-
tween industries do, however, accord closely with some of the
well known causes of wage differences, such as skill level.

Skills. Some of the wage level differences among industries
are explained by differing levels of skill required of workers
employed in given occupations. Photographers are an example
of an occupation for which skill levels vary greatly among
industries. Chart 1 shows the all-occupation wage differen-
tials for selected industries along with the average wage of

photographers in selected industries relative to the average
wage of photographers in the department store industry.15

According to the chart, occupations in the miscellaneous
amusement and recreation services industry, on average,
have a 1-percent higher wage than do similar occupations
in the department store industry. The average wage of pho-
tographers in this industry is 27 percent lower than the
average wage of photographers in the department store
industry. By contrast, the wages of photographers work-
ing in the search, detection, and guidance instruments and
equipment manufacturing industry are higher (39 percent),
relative to the average wage of photographers in the de-
partment store industry (24 percent) than is true of other
occupations in the industry. Much of the higher earnings of
photographers working in the search, detection, and guid-
ance instruments and equipment manufacturing industry,
as well as in the advertising industry, probably reflects the

Industry wage differentials for selected
manufacturing and service industries, 1998

   

All-occupation
industry

wage differential
  (base = SIC 308)1

1 Service sector industries include SICs 400–899, and regulated, trade,
and service industries. Occupations not surveyed in the base industry are
excluded from the calculation.

   IndustryS IC

Table 2.

371 Motor vehicles and equipment
manufacturing ............................................. .32

291 Petroleum refining .......................................... .29
461 Pipelines, except natural gas ........................ .27
491 Electric services ............................................ .25
372 Aircraft and parts manufacturing ................... .23
286 Industrial organic chemical manufacturing ..... .21
263 Paperboard mills ............................................ .21
363 Household appliances manufacturing ............ .15
731 Advertising services ...................................... .05
874 Management and public relations

services ..................................................... .05
513 Apparel, piece goods, and notions

wholesale .................................................... –.03
394 Toys and sporting goods manufacturing ........ –.03
302 Rubber and plastics footwear

manufacturing ............................................. –.05
317 Handbags and personal leather goods

manufacturing ............................................ –.05
422 Public warehousing and storage services ..... –.07
249 Miscellaneous wood products

manufacturing ............................................. –.08
314 Footwear, except rubber manufacturing ......... –.15
736 Personnel supply services ............................ –.17
214 Tobacco stemming and redrying ..................... –.20
799 Miscellaneous amusement, recreation

services ...................................................... –.28
723 Beauty shops ................................................. –.35
581 Eating and drinking places ............................. –.36
793 Bowling centers .............................................. –.45
564 Children’s and infants’ wear stores ................ –.68
566 Shoe stores ................................................... –.72
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higher skill requirements for jobs in these industries.16

Industry wage differentials remain a problem for research-
ers because only a portion of the differences in wage levels
among industries are explained by workers’ skill levels. A
sizable portion of the differences appears to be somehow re-
lated to industry characteristics including capital intensity,
profitability, unionization, and the percentage of female em-
ployment. A full discussion of theories attempting to explain
industry wage differentials is beyond the scope of this article.

However, a brief review of the main explanations is offered
here to illustrate the potential usefulness of OES data for the
study of this issue.17

At least partially accounting for the unexplained portion of
wage differences between industries, according to most re-
searchers, are workers’ skills that are not captured by the stan-
dard “human capital” measures of worker characteristics such
as age, sex, years of education, and work experience. Workers
certainly vary greatly by skill level in the way they negotiate,
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NOTE:  This chart shows, for example, that the average wage of photographers in advertising is 34 percent higher than the average 
wage of photographers in the department store industry, and the wages of occupations in advertising are on average 32 percent higher 
than the wages of similar occupations in the department store industry.

Chart 1.  Industry wage differentials for photographers and for all occupations within selected industries,    
               compared with the department store  industry, 19__

Portrait studios

Miscellaneous amusement
  and recreation services

Advertising

Photographers in the specified industry, 
compared with photographers in 
department stores

All occupations in the specified industry, 
compared with similar occupations in 
department stores

Search, detection,
and guidance
instruments
and equipment

1998
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persuade, or handle uncertainty, for example. However, few of
these skills are measured in the data currently available to
researchers. Theories emphasizing the importance of unmea-
sured skills suggest a variety of mechanisms by which indus-
try characteristics, such as capital intensity, affect both the
measured and unmeasured skills that are required of workers.
Because measured and unmeasured abilities are not perfectly
correlated, such theories would explain why measured skills
account for only a portion of industry wage differentials. The
portion of the wage differential that actually makes up pay-
ment to unmeasured worker characteristics appears to the ob-
server as an unexplained portion of the wage differential, or
one that is somehow due to industry affiliation alone.18

Job conditions. For many occupations within the manufac-
turing sector, another important source of wage variation is
the degree of workers’ exposure to unpleasant, risky, or haz-
ardous conditions on the job. Dangerous or risky working
conditions necessitate the payment of a compensating differ-
ential that brings the net benefits from work into line with
those enjoyed by individuals working under less hazardous
conditions.19  Welders, for example, receive a compensating
differential. Chart 2 shows the all-occupation wage differential
for selected industries, along with the average wage of weld-
ers in each industry, relative to the average wage of welders in
the miscellaneous plastics industry.20  The chart shows that
the wages of welders working in electric and petroleum-re-
lated industries are much higher, relative to the average wage
of welders in the miscellaneous plastics industry. This holds
true in comparisons with other occupations in these indus-
tries. Some of the higher earnings for welders can likely be
attributed to the danger of working close to highly combus-
tible materials. It also seems likely that some portion of these
higher earnings is actually a skill differential associated with
specialized skills and training that equip welders to work un-
der such conditions with maximum safety.

Efficiency wage theories. Some research suggests that certain
industries provide wage differentials to ameliorate workplace
problems, such as high rates of employee turnover, absentee-
ism, or shirking. Efficiency wage theories argue that higher wages
reduce the incidence of such problems, and thus increase pro-
ductivity, by increasing the effective cost of job loss to the em-
ployee. According to the efficiency wage argument, a portion of
the observed wage differentials between industries reflect differ-
ences in the costs of such problems, and thus in the wage pay-
ments that are made in an effort to deal with them.21

One variant of the efficiency wage approach suggests that
higher wages increase efficiency by insulating the internal
labor market of the firm from the external labor market. Above-
market wage rates may increase efficiency by eliminating the
need for frequent and costly adjustment of the firm’s wage

schedules, in response to fluctuations in the external labor
market. Another argument suggests similar savings for
multiplant firms that pay uniform above-market wages across
all plants regardless of location. Such a policy has the advan-
tage of increasing the firm’s flexibility in transferring workers
between locations.22

Other explanations. Some other explanations of interindus-
try wage differentials represent a more dramatic departure from
the standard competitive assumptions of most economic theo-
rizing on this issue. Rent sharing models suggest that, under
certain conditions including the existence of a discretionary
margin of profits and worker bargaining power, firms choose
to pay workers wages above the competitive wage. The size of
the noncompetitive wage premium in given industries is af-
fected by the degree of worker bargaining power across the
occupational spectrum, the size of the profit margin, and the
degree of managerial altruism.23

Also representing a departure from the standard competitive
assumptions normally applied to this issue are sociological mod-
els, such as that proposed by G. Akerlof, which incorporate
elements from both the efficiency wage and rent sharing models.
Akerlof suggests that higher wages are a positive incentive for
work effort that affects workers’ subjective feelings about the
job, in addition to providing an economic reward. The now long
standing experience with the use of team production in most
industries has, indeed, convinced many that above average
wage rates improve group work norms by raising morale and
loyalty.24

Models of worker sorting suggest that individual employ-
ers consistently hire workers from a single quality stratum,
regardless of occupation. In this view, establishments tend to
hire only high, average, or low skill workers, depending on
factors that affect the competitive strategy of the firm, such as
the skill-sensitivity of the technology used.25  The theoretical
framework for such a divide between firms is provided by
Lawrence R. Klein, who argues that firms have only two
choices of how to compete: on the basis of cutting costs or on
the basis of improving productivity.26  The former strategy in-
volves the use of low-skilled workers who earn low wages,
and the high productivity strategy involves the use of higher
skilled workers who earn higher wages, along with a host of
other workplace innovations affecting work organization, or-
ganization structure, and culture.27  Worker sorting models
suggest that wage differences between industries partially re-
flect differences in technology and other factors that affect
worker sorting, and thus, the proportion of firms within indus-
tries that choose to pay high wages.28

Several recent studies have emphasized the role of tech-
nology in the worker sorting model. While the technologies
used in the services sector certainly vary among firms and
industries, some of the most basic differences are seen in the
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manufacturing sector, in which production processes are rela-
tively easily identifiable as either mass production, batch pro-
duction, or continuous process production. Shoshona Zuboff
and others argue that a dynamic similar to a sorting model
explanation may be especially important in explaining high
wages in the continuous process industries, in which the
characteristics of the production process tend to require a
high level of commitment, competence, and skill from most
workers.29  Recently, some economists have argued that the
sorting model also might apply in the case of alternative strat-
egies for employing microprocessor technologies in the work-

place. According to a study by Timothy F. Bresnahan, Erik
Brynjolfsson, and Lorin M. Hitt, alternative strategies that
employ microprocessor technologies in the workplace differ
in the degree to which decisionmakers recognize and are
guided by complementarities that exist when employing high
skilled workers, decentralized decisionmaking, and informa-
tion technology.30

Potential uses of OES data

The various explanations of industry wage differentials have
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NOTE:  This chart shows, for example, that the average wage of welders in the pipelines industry is 55 percent higher than the average 
wage of welders in the miscellaneous plastics industry, and the wages of occupations in the pipelines industry are on average 27 
percent higher than the wages of similar occupations in the miscellaneous plastics industry.

Chart 2.  Industry wage differentials for welders in specified industries and for all occupations
                within selected industries, compared with the miscellaneous plastics industry, 19__

Furniture and homefurnishings 
  stores

Recreational vehicle dealers

Pipelines, except natural gas

Welders in the specified industry, 
compared with welders in miscellaneous 
plastics industry

All occupations in the specified industry, 
compared with similar occupations in 
miscellaneous plastics industry

Electric services

Gas production and distribution

1998
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differing implications for the wage characteristics that we
should expect to observe for particular occupations. These
explanations differ with respect to which occupations should
be most affected by industry characteristics such as capital
intensity, or which occupations should have wage differen-
tials of similar magnitude. While the theory of rent sharing
suggests that wage differentials should accrue relatively
evenly across differing types of occupations, explanations
that emphasize the role of unmeasured abilities suggest that
occupations requiring similar types of such unmeasured skills
should have wage differentials that are similar to each other.
Examples might include the negotiation skills of managers and
team leaders, the computer skills needed of clerical occupa-
tions, or the skill of certain production occupations that use
auditory cues to detect errors in the settings of a machine.

Three characteristics of the industry wage differentials of
detailed occupations provide useful information for under-
standing the causes of wage differences among the indus-
tries. The first characteristic is the association between the
industry wage differential of given detailed occupations and
the all-occupation average wage differential for the industry
as a whole. This analysis provides information about which
occupations contribute most strongly and consistently to the
overall industry effect. A clear pattern wherein the wages of
some occupations are more highly correlated with the all-oc-
cupation average wage differential would suggest that these
occupations are more strongly affected by one or more of the
industry-specific factors mentioned earlier. Any similarities in
the characteristics of these occupations would further pro-
vide important clues about the type of mechanism responsible
for the pattern. If, for example, the wages of occupations shar-
ing particular types of skills are more highly correlated with
the overall industry wage differential, this could suggest the
importance of skill-based explanations such as those empha-
sizing unmeasured abilities or efficiency wages. Alternatively,
a similar degree of correlation between the wages of a broad
array of occupations and the all-occupation differential would
suggest a rent sharing model or one emphasizing other socio-
logical considerations.

The second characteristic is the association between the in-
dustry wage differential of given detailed occupations and a
measure of capital intensity of the industry in which the occupa-
tion is employed. Because, as mentioned earlier, the pattern of
wage differences among industries is correlated with the degree
of industry capital intensity, information about which occupa-
tions appear to be most important in this relationship also should
help narrow the range of plausible explanations for wage differ-
ences.31  And, because capital intensity is a rough proxy for
production technology, a clear pattern whereby certain types of
occupations are more correlated with capital intensity would
seem to argue in favor of explanations emphasizing the role of
technology, such as the worker sorting model.

The third characteristic is the degree of correlation between
the industry wage differentials of detailed occupations. Iden-
tification of groups of occupations for which the industry wage
effect is similar also should provide valuable information for
understanding this issue. A clear pattern of correlation among
the industry wage differentials of similar types of occupations
would seem to argue in favor of a skills-based explanation,
such as those emphasizing unmeasured abilities or efficiency
wages. A clear pattern whereby only certain groups of occu-
pations have highly correlated wage differentials could fur-
ther indicate the types of skills driving the pattern, and thereby
suggest particular efficiency wage or unmeasured skills expla-
nations. Alternatively, a similar degree of correlation between
occupations across broad occupational groups would sug-
gest a rent sharing or other sociological explanation.

  The degree of association between the variables in all three
sets of analyses was measured using the Pearson product
moment coefficient of correlation (r).32  This statistic equals 1
(–1) for variables that positively (negatively) covary exactly,
and has a lesser magnitude for variables that only partially
covary.

Table 3 shows the correlations between the industry wage
differential of selected occupations and the all-occupation
wage differential for manufacturing and services combined
and for the manufacturing and services sectors separately.33

The pattern for the combined manufacturing and services sec-
tors shows a rather evenly high degree of correlation between
the wages of most occupations and the all-occupation indus-
try differential, with a few exceptions. Most highly correlated
with the all-occupation industry wage differential are occupa-
tions involved in coordination activities, including purchas-
ing managers, general managers, personnel, training, and la-
bor relations specialists, and clerical worker supervisors. Least
correlated with the all-occupation differential are engineering
managers, purchasing agents, systems analysts, computer
support specialists, plastic molding machine operators, and
machinists. These latter results appear to be driven by the low
correlations in the services sector between the wages of these
occupations and the all-occupation industry differential.

Within the services sector, most of the occupations having
the lowest correlation with the all-occupation wage differen-
tial are related to physical production activities, while those
having the highest correlation are occupations engaged in
coordination functions, including purchasing managers, gen-
eral managers, personnel, training and labor relations special-
ists, and clerical worker supervisors. Within the manufactur-
ing sector, occupations having the highest degree of correla-
tion with the all-occupation wage differential are occupations
that coordinate production activities, including industrial pro-
duction managers, personnel, training, and labor relations
specialists,  supervisors of operators, and production inspec-
tors. Occupations having the lowest degree of correlation
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with the all-occupation industry wage differential tend to be
non-production-related occupations, including computer
support specialists, adjustment clerks, and receptionists.

Overall, the analyses in table 3 suggest that the occupa-
tions most strongly affected by factors resulting in wage dif-
ferentials among industries are those having duties and tasks
that are most closely related to the primary mission of the firm.
Systematic differences between industries in the wages paid
to the occupations most closely involved in the primary activ-
ity of the firm are suggestive of attempts by the firms in some
industries to increase the productivity of these workers by
paying higher wages. These results seem to suggest the im-
portance of either the sociological version of the efficiency
wage explanation (suggested by G. Akerlof, which empha-
sizes the positive effect of higher wages on the morale and
productivity of workers) or a version of the sorting model.

Table 4 shows the correlations between the industry wage
differential of detailed occupations within the manufacturing
sector and a measure of capital intensity of the industry in
which the occupation is employed.34  The table shows that
occupations for which the wage differential is most highly
correlated with capital intensity include stock clerks, supervi-

sors of operators and mechanics, machinists, machine forming
operators, production inspectors, and machinery maintenance
mechanics. Occupations having wages that are least corre-
lated with capital include engineering managers, purchasing
agents, secretaries, and computer support specialists These
patterns suggest that manufacturing sector occupations for
which wages are closely associated with capital intensity are
production occupations and occupations engaged in the co-
ordination  of production activities.

The results of the analyses in table 4 are consistent with
those reported in table 3 for the manufacturing sector. They
further suggest, in the case of manufacturing industries, that
the relatively larger role of production occupations in account-
ing for interindustry wage differentials is related to the pro-
duction technology, for which capital intensity is a rough
proxy. The relatively high correlations between the wages of
skilled production workers and capital intensity suggest a
dynamic along the lines of a sorting model, in which factors
such as the production technology affect the proportion of
firms that choose to organize work in accordance with a high
wage strategy.

Tables 5 and 6 show the correlations between the industry
wage differentials of detailed occupations, produced sepa-
rately for the manufacturing and services sectors.35  Both sec-
tors reveal a pattern of association between the wages of
similar types of workers. The wages of occupations engaged
in coordination functions, including general managers; pur-
chasing managers; personnel, training, and labor relations
specialists; and clerical worker supervisors are all highly cor-
related. The wages of clerical worker supervisors are most
highly correlated with other occupations engaged in either

Correlation between the all-occupation
industry wage differential and the industry
wage differential of selected detailed
occupations, 1998

Purchasing managers ........ 0.80 0.75 0.69
Engineering managers ........ .21 (1) .73
Industrial production

managers ........................ .35 .26 .84
General managers ............. .81 .78 .66
Accountants and auditors .. .73 .68 .72
Purchasing agents ............. .12 (1) .73
Personnel, training, and

labor relations
specialists ....................... .79 .75 .80

Systems analysts .............. .13 (1) .61
Computer support

specialists ....................... .40 .32 .45
Clerical worker

supervisors ..................... .82 .78 .77
Adjustment clerks .............. .79 .75 .52
Secretaries ........................ .61 .54 .76
Receptionists ..................... .74 .71 .51
Supervisors of mechanics .55 .43 .72
Supervisors of operators ... .64 .59 .79

Production inspectors ........ .46 .43 .83
Machinery maintenance

mechanics ....................... .59 .52 .70
Machinists .......................... .08 .09 .62
Plastic molding machine

operators ......................... .34 (1) .26
Machine feeders ................ .61 (1) .69
Truck drivers ...................... .48 .43 .52

1 The calculation is not statistically significant at p = 0.1.

NOTE: Service sector industries include SICs 400–899; regulated, trade,
and service industries.

      Manufacturing
Services and

 manufacturingOccupation  Services

Correlations between the industry wage
differential of selected occupations and
industry capital intensity in manufacturing, 1998

Engineering managers ........................................... 0.13
Industrial production managers ............................. .31
General managers ................................................. .23
Purchasing agents ................................................ .20
Personnel, training, and labor relations

specialists .......................................................... .24
Computer support specialists ................................ .21
Clerical worker supervisors ................................... .28
Adjustment clerks ................................................. .26

Secretaries ........................................................... .21
Supervisors of mechanics .................................... .46
Supervisors of operators ...................................... .50
Production inspectors ........................................... .32
Machinery maintenance mechanics ...................... .35   
Machinists ............................................................. .34
Machine forming operators .................................... .36
Machine feeders .................................................... .30
Janitors ................................................................. .25

NOTE: All calculations are statistically significant at p = 0.1.

Table 4.

Occupation Correlation
coefficient

Stock clerks .......................................................... .50

Table 3.
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Pearson coefficients of correlation between the wages of occupations in service sector industries

Purchasing managers ... 1.00

General managers ......... .76 1.00

Accountants and
auditors ..................... .66 .75 1.00

Personnel, training, and
labor relations
specialists ................. 71 .78 .69 1.00

Systems analysts ......... .17 (1) .28 .15 1.00

Computer support
specialists ................. .43 .42 .45 .31 .51 1.00

Clerical worker
supervisors ................ .73 .76 .76 .80           (1) .33 1.00

Adjustment clerks ........ .64 .69 .49 .78           (1) .19 .71 1.00

Secretaries ................... .63 .71 .60 .58 .19 .58 .58 .44 1.00

Receptionists ............... .65 .67 .54 .71 .15 .40 .70 .62 .65 1.00

Supervisors of
mechanics ................. .47 .42 .49 .44 .20 .35 .57 .35 .41 .48 1.00

Production inspectors ... .33 .39 .51 .30           (1) .30 .36 .24 .46 .36 .39 1.00
Machinery maintenance

mechanics ................. .52 .62 .36 .63           (1) –.04 .51 .69 .37 .34 .38 .12 1.00

 1Indicates calculation not significant at p = 0.1.

Pearson cooefficient of correlation between the wages of occupations in manufacturing sector industries

Purchasing
managers ............... 1.00

Industrial production
managers ............... .71 1.00

General managers ..... .65 .79 1.00
Accountants and

auditors ................. .77 .67 .65 1.00
Purchasing agents .... .84 .67 .54 .80 1.00
Personnel, training,

and labor relations
specialists ............. .77 .79 .57 .70 .79 1.00

Clerical worker
supervisors ............ .68 .78 .81 .71 .64 .71 1.00

Adjustment clerks ..... .52 .59 .67 .47 .50 .48 .58 1.00

Secretaries ............... .78 .85 .83 .75 .72 .77 .80 .55 1.00
Supervisors of

mechanics ............. .59 .73 .64 .57 .59 .69 .73 .54 .68 1.00
Supervisors of

operators ............... .57 .79 .56 .53 .61 .71 .68 .60 .63 .76 1.00

Machinery
maintenance
mechanics ............. .59 .68 .51 .66 .67 .73 .60 .41 .68 .68 .67 1.00

Machinists ................. .56 .66 .58 .46 .50 .63 .62 .47 .67 .62 .69 .62 1.00

Plastic molding
machine operators . .24 .22 .19 .30 .29 .26 .22 .10 .25 .11 .13 .17 .12 1.00
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coordination activities or clerical functions, including pur-
chasing managers; general managers; accountants; person-
nel, training, and labor relations specialists; adjustment clerks;
and secretaries. In the manufacturing sector, the correlation co-
efficients between the wages of each pair of occupations in the
group including supervisors of mechanics, supervisors of op-
erators, industrial production managers, and machinery mainte-
nance mechanics, are all above 0.5. The wages of purchasing
managers are most highly correlated with the wages of purchas-
ing agents and secretaries, and the wages of industrial produc-
tion managers are most highly correlated with the wages of gen-
eral managers; personnel, training, and labor relations special-
ists; supervisors of mechanics; supervisors of operators; and
clerical worker supervisors, and secretaries.

The results reported in tables 5 and 6 suggest that occupa-
tions having similar wage differentials tend to be either inter-
related in the production process or require similar types of
tasks and skills. These results suggest a skill-based explana-

tion of industry wage differentials such as an efficiency wage
or unmeasured ability argument. The generally high inter-
correlations among the wages of most occupations are also
suggestive, however, of a rent sharing explanation, in which
all occupations share relatively equally in the wage differen-
tial of the industry.

IN SUMMARY, the analyses of OES survey data suggest that
industry wage differentials are associated with occupations
most closely associated with the primary mission of the firm.
These results suggest that interindustry wage differentials
might reflect a motivational role in the use of higher wages.
The results of table 4 further suggest that this motivational
effect might be somewhat contingent on the production tech-
nology, as is emphasized in a sorting model. The results of
tables 5 and 6  are consistent with these results and further
suggest a pattern of association among the wages of similar
types of occupations.
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Where:

X
i 
= industry wage differential for occupation X in industry i

X
 
=  mean industry wage differential for occupation X

Y
i
= industry wage differential for occupation Y in industry i

Y = mean industry wage differential for occupation Y
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